National Snaffle Bit Association, Inc.

Dedicated to Rewarding Excellence

NSBA Riders With Disabilities-Disclaimer

The NSBA Affiliate, Show Committee and all participants, spectators and others, acknowledge that because
these rules have been established on the basis of experience and fairness to all who are interested in the
betterment of the pleasure horse competitions, the NSBA assumes no liability for any injuries, damage or
claims of whatever nature from any Affiliate, Show Committee, participant or spectator or other person
arising out of performance conducted under the NSBA Handbook.
Show management is responsible for the condition of the show premises, including arena and exercise
areas: the conduct and competence of show employees and other representatives; implementation of
show activities; and all other aspects of this show.
As an express condition of the privilege to participate at an NSBA approved show or event, each owner of
an NSBA horse, exhibitor, trainer, participant, assumes the risks of participation and release and discharge
NSBA, its officers, directors, representatives and employees from any and all liability, whenever or however
arising, as to personal injury or property damage occurring as a result of any participation or attendance in
or at an event conducted by the show or on the grounds thereof.
Each member, horse owner, or others involved in participating in NSBA approved events is charged with the
ultimate responsibility to determine the eligibility of persons exhibiting his/her horses by contacting NSBA
regarding the current list of suspended or disciplined persons before authorizing such participation.
NSBA may film all owners, trainers and exhibitors, together with all horses participating in the various
events of the show, as they participate in the events and other activities of the show, to compile NSBA
publicity, instructional films or a telecast of the event, as it determines. Furthermore, from time to time,
NSBA receives requests from various sources for permission to film and/or photograph the show to be used
in the development of instructional materials. This includes class performances, both preliminary and final.
I have read and agree to the above disclaimer

Signature of participant if over 18 _______________________________________Date______________

Signature of parent/guardian: __________________________________________Date______________
(If under 18 or if over 18 with a legal guardian)
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